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TEMPLE SPA
Temple Spa is ‘made in England’ but has a strong 
Mediterranean seasoning which influences their ingredients 
and style inspiration. Temple Spa believe in anti-ageing and 
results orientated skincare, that’s not about “hope in a bottle” 
but offering divine products and treatments directed at busy, 
stressed people.

ST TROPEZ
You can find your ultimate tan with St.Tropez, the
award-winning experts you trust, to make you look and feel 
confident, all year round.

MUD MAKE UP DESIGNORY
Whether you dare to be different, prefer polished and 
professional or simply want an all-natural look, MUD 

promises quality, long-lasting wearability, flawless 
application and radiantly accurate colour. Just simple, smart, 

versatile make-up. No wonder MUD has been the expert 
choice of make-up professionals for the past decade.

JESSICA AND ZEN SPA
When it comes to natural nails, Jessica Cosmetics is considered 
a world leading brand, with a range of Jessica nail products to 
achieve and maintain naturally beautiful nails.

ALFAPARF hair colour
A cutting-edge formula enriched with Hyaluronic Acid and 
without PPD that ensures the perfection of the color with a full 
regard of the scalp and the hair.

PAUL MITCHELL
Multi award winner Paul Mitchell, is one of the world’s top 
leading hair care brands. For them, producing the highest 
quality professional hair care available is simply not enough, 
Paul Mitchell is (and always will be) dedicated to making our 
world a more beautiful place.

 
 

Welcome to the perfect setting for your total enjoyment and wellbeing           
a wonderfully cosy haven of relaxation and peace and never-rushed 

calm.

We welcome you with open arms and our friendly, kind-hearted hosts, 
therapists and stylists are here to totally serve you.

Our first-class Temple Spa treatments are both seriously restorative 
and thoroughly feel-good. You’ll notice the visible, impressive results               

straight away.

Leave feeling revitalized after one of our fantastic hair stylists creates 
that look tailored just for you! Or indulge in Beau Monde’s deluxe    

pedi-spas for that ultimate treat!

With the use of the top facilities at Beau Monde we will make any spa 
experience in our ‘temple spa’ so desirable you may never want to 

leave!



European through and through, Temple Spa is ‘made in England’ but has a strong Mediterranean seasoning which 
influences their ingredients and style inspiration. Temple Spa is a brand based on botanical actives derived mostly from 
Southern Europe, many of which are utilised in nutrition and which have a sustainable history of healthy effects.  It’s 
about well-being, natural ingredients, essential oils and reduced chemicals. Temple Spa believe in anti-ageing and results 
orientated skincare, that’s not about “hope in a bottle” but offering divine products and treatments directed at busy, 
stressed people.

MY KINDA SKIN 
Bespoke prescription facial for individual skin types | 60 Minutes | £55
Are you the sensitive type? Classic combination? Dreadfully dry? Perhaps you don’t know. Let us analyse your 
skin and prepare a wonderful treatment, using products specifically for your skin type. Just relax and we’ll do 
the rest. This gorgeous facial includes a face mask, lymph drainage. Choose from tranquil or lifting. You will feel 
amazing and your skin will look so, so good.

THE POWER BREAKFAST FACIAL 
Express facial for all skin types | 30 Minutes | £35
If you are looking for quick results, need to look your best and don’t have much time, this is the one for you. We 
have taken all the ingredients that you would find in a healthy breakfast, containing oats, honey and fruit juices 
to create this revitalising facial that includes a power cleanse, mask & mini massage.

WINDOWS OF THE SOUL 
Divine eye treatment | 30 Minutes | £40
Perfect for when you look tired, this treatment is designed for the delicate eye area that needs special attention. 
Using intensive formulations and specific, very clever massage techniques we will lift, smooth and revitalise to 
put the sparkle back into your eyes. Lovely to add to any facial.

PURE BLISS GO GUY 
Male executive Men’s facial for all skin types | 60 Minutes | £60
This macho facial is perfect to revive, refresh, and invigorate. Your skin will be revitalised with one of our special 
scrubby masks, in addition, aching neck muscles will be massaged, worry lines erased and headaches soothed. 
You will leave feeling glad you gave us an hour of your time.

THE GOODY- GOODIES
wellbeing facial

REPOSE AROMATHERAPY FACIAL Relaxing, indulgent facial for all skin 
types 
75 Minutes | £75
This indulgent aromatherapy facial is infused with generous anti-inflammatory 
ingredients and will soothe, calm and nourish a tired, irritated or unhappy 
complexion. A divine treatment that begins with lymph draining techniques, 
followed by a relaxing, tranquil face and scalp hot oil massage. Pure Bliss.

THE LAP OF LUXURY
super-luxe facial

CHAMPAGNE & TRUFFLES DELUXE TREATMENT
The crème de la crème of facials | 90 minutes | £100
This stunning treatment is just the thing if you are looking for a serious 
celebration for the skin, containing ingredients such as champagne, silk, 
diamonds, gold and of course black truffles. Highly unique elements, include 
special lymph drainage techniques to reveal fresher skin, a Triple Infusion 
Alginate mask to help iron out fine lines and wrinkles, specialist lifting 
massage to strengthen muscle tone on the face and jowls, an iced blend to 
reduce puffiness and cold stone therapy. Finally, an application of Temple Spa 
award-winning SKIN TRUFFLE, will leave your complexion glowing, more 
youthful and instantly wonderful. You will receive a flute of bubbly as you 
admire your complexion!



I’LL BE BACK a facial for the back | 45 minutes | £45 
Following an invigorating skin exfoliation with SUGAR BUFF Mediterranean scrub, warm purifying mud is 
smoothed all over your back for a deeply cleansing treatment. Heated, fragrance infused mitts are used to remove 
the mask, before a stimulating massage, leaving you energised and with a back to be proud of.

THE OUTER GLOW Face & body exfoliation | 45 minutes | £60
Using our unique SUGAR BUFF body scrub, we polish your body and exfoliate your face with BREAKFAST 
SMOOTHIE. This invigorating and refreshing all over treatment leaves the skin top-to-toe soft, revitalised and 
hydrated. The perfect way to begin another body treatment and an absolute must, before you commence your 
vacation or special event. Go and glow!

TURKISH DELIGHT Body exfoliation | 45 minutes | £55
Using hot exfoliating gloves, along with our KEEP CALM aromatherapy cleansing bar, your body will be lathered 
and exfoliated. Followed with a hot, steam towel removal and blissful, warm DRIFT AWAY oil massage, you will 
feel soft, smooth and totally relaxed. If you’ve ever wondered what it would be like to be rubbed, scrubbed and 
lathered-up Turkish style, this is the one for you. 

GLORIOUS MUD Skin conditioning & detoxifying mud wrap | 60 minutes | £60
Using the best blends of ingredients for detoxifying and purification of the body, this treatment starts with                    
top-to-toe body-brushing to encourage lymphatic flow. The body is then smoothed with warm vitamin and 
mineral rich mud which helps nourish and purify the skin. Once cocooned in a cosy wrap, the relaxation process 
is then taken to another level with a glorious face and scalp massage. You wouldn’t believe wallowing in mud 
could feel so good! 

GO FIGURE a firming, toning, tightening body detox treatment | 60 minutes | £60
This is the one if you need a bit of help with the wobbly bits! Your treatment commences with brushing and 
sloughing movements to stimulate lymphatic flow. Hips, thighs & abs are treated to a detoxifying massage, using 
targeted techniques, followed by an intensive marine and earth mud wrap to continue the good work. Finally, 
a friction rub with GO FIGURE anti-cellulite gel completes the treatment. You will feel invigorated and clothes 
should be that bit looser. One treatment is fab - a course of six is amazing!

DRIFT AWAY Relaxing full body massage | 30 minutes | £35       60 minutes | £55      90 minutes | £85
This is our really relaxing top-to-toe massage, formulated with a dreamy blend of essential oils, guaranteed to 
have you drifting away.  It’s completed with a scalp massage  using our warmed aromatherapy oils.   It will soothe 
frazzled nerves, relaxing the muscles and the mind.   We’ll wind you down and take your mind off your thoughts 
for a while.  The 90 minute versions also include a facial.

IN GOOD SPIRITS Energising full body massage | 30 minutes | £35   60 minutes | £55  90 minutes | £85
An invigorating massage designed to leave you full of vitality.   We use a gorgeous blend of Mediterranean essential 
oils that are carefully chosen to stimulate and refresh the skin, body & soul.  The clever massage movements 
encourage circulation and stimulate the whole body.   Your aching muscles will feel eased and soothed.  All 
guaranteed to restore and revive you top-to-toe.  The 90 minute versions also include a facial.

WORK IT OUT Detoxing / muscle workout massage 30 minutes | £35  60 minutes | £55          90 minutes | £85
A detoxifying massage that will sculpt the body, relieve fluid retention and work out tired muscles, using the 
ingenious WORK IT OUT detox oil. First, we start with a full body brushing to get the circulation going and 
improve lymph drainage. Then, we perform a really deep tissue, body boosting massage with special techniques 
to really give your muscles a work out - working on knots, tensions, tightness and helping the detox process.   
Detox-licious!

ROCKS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN Hot stones massage | 35 minutes | £40      75 minutes | £78
This popular Thermal Stone massage is a glorious treatment using warm basalt lava stones to massage the body 
from head to toe, harnessing the touch of the stone and the influence of the heat to create an aura of warmth. The 
muscles are relaxed and rejuvenated in a sensation unique to stone massage. It’s an experience you just have to 
have at least once in your life.

NEW BEGINNINGS Mummy to be massage | 60 minutes | £60
Pregnancy is a most wonderful time that requires treatments specially designed just for you. You will enjoy a full 
body massage, without the need to lie on your tummy. Our specially trained therapists know exactly how to work 
those sore tired muscles while you feel completely comfortable and relaxed. You never know, the little bambino 
might enjoy the sense of calm too!



LEREMEDI HAND TREATMENT | 20 minutes | £16
A complete exfoliating and conditioning hand 
treatment, leaving hands noticeably silkier, smoother 
and firmer than before.

THE JESSICA HALF HOUR MANICURE
30 minutes | £18
Hands and cuticles are conditioned and moisturised. 
Nails are beautifully shaped and treated with a 
prescriptive basecoat, completed by the perfect polish.

JESSICA PRESCRIPTIVE MANICURE  
45 minutes | £22
Nails are analysed and treated for their specific type.  
Jessica’s prescriptive manicure includes exfoliation, 
massage and cuticle care.  Nails are beautifully shaped 
and treated with a prescriptive basecoat before 
finishing with the perfect polish.

JESSICA PRESCRIPTIVE MANICURE WITH THERMAL 
HEATED MITTENS | 60 minutes | £31
Jessica’s Prescriptive Manicure with the luxurious 
added benefits of Thermal Heated Mittens for deeper 
penetration of oils and creams. This treatment choice 
is excellent for increasing circulation or relieving stiff, 
painful joints.

DELUXE MANICURE WITH LEREMEDI HAND 
TREATMENT | 60 minutes | £35
The ultimate in hand and nail care. All the benefits 
of the LeRemedi Hand Treatment combined with 
Jessica’s Prescriptive Manicure.

DELUXE GELERATION GEL OVERLAY MANICURE 
60 minutes | £30
Includes the benefits of the Luxurious LeRemedi Hand 
Treatment, Your hands will be smoother, silkier & 
firmer. Cuticles will be cared for, nails will be shaped 
and finished with Jessica’s GELeration gel polish.

GELERATION GEL OVERLAY MANICURE 
45 minutes | £26
Includes hand exfoliation, massage, cuticle care & 
nail shape and finished with Jessica’s GELeration gel 
polish.

MINI GELERATION MANICURE 
30 minutes | £18
As above and including a coat of your existing 
GELeration gel polish to make your GELeration 
manicure last even longer

THE JESSICA HALF HOUR PEDICURE | 30 minutes | £16
Feet and cuticles are conditioned and moisturised. Nails are beautifully shaped and 
treated with a prescriptive basecoat, completed by the perfect polish.

ZENSPA PEDICURE | 60 minutes | £32
Every Zenspa pedicure treatment contains the refreshing lemongrass scent. This 
light citrus aroma brings fresh energy to the senses for a pedicure experience 
that stimulates, balances and rejuvenates. Hard skin is removed, feet and legs are 
massaged with conditioning creams. Cuticles are groomed & toe nails are shaped, 
finished with your choice or Jessica colour.

ZENSPA PEDICURE WITH GELERATION | 70 minutes | £35
As above and including your choice of Geleration polish 

GELERATION GEL NAIL SHAPE AND POLISH | 35 minutes | £22
Nails are filed and shaped and finished off with a Jessica GELeration polish.

EXISTING GELERATION REMOVAL | 20 minutes | £12



WAXING
 A clean, effective way of removing unwanted hair. This treatment is a quick method of hair removal and usually 

lasts between 4 to 6 weeks. In addition, re-growth is weakened with hairs generally coming back finer. 
No more stubble!

Please note that after a waxing treatment, in order to prevent skin irritation, it is important to avoid the following 
for 24 hours: sunbathing, chlorine (swimming), hot water (hot bath or shower) and saunas.

Lip or chin wax | 15minutes | £7.50
Lip and chin wax | 15minutes | £9.50
Standard Bikini line| 20minutes | £12

High Bikini line | 20minutes | £15
Underarm | 15minutes | £9

Half Leg (including the knee area) | 20minutes | £18
Full Leg | 30minutes | £22

Full leg including Bikini | 50minutes | £32
Full leg including high bikini | 60minutes | £34

Holiday package | 70minutes | £42
(this includes half leg, standard bikini line, underarm, eyebrow wax/shape.)

Please contact reception to discuss any specialist waxing | £POA

EYEBROWS & EYELASHES
(A patch test is required 24 hours prior to any tinting procedure)

Eyebrow Wax/Shape | 15minutes | £7.50
Eyebrow Tint | 15minutes | £9
Eyelash Tint | 30minutes | £15

Lash and Brow Tint | 40minutes | £17.50
Lash and Brow Tint with Shape | 45minutes | £21
Lash Extensions including Tint | 75minutes | £45

MUD (MAKE UP DESIGNORY)
Whether you dare to be different, prefer polished and professional or simply 
want an all-natural look, MUD promises quality, long-lasting wearability, 
flawless application and radiantly accurate colour. Just simple, smart, 
versatile make-up. No wonder MUD has been the expert choice of make-up 

professionals for the past decade.

Make up- Day/Evening | £35

Make up Lesson | 30 minutes | £25 
(Redeemable against any M.U.D retail purchase over £35)

Bridal Make up, including trial | £75 

ST TROPEZ TAN
you can find your ultimate tan with St.Tropez, the

award-winning experts you trust to make you look and feel confident, 
all year round

Classic tan | £25

Dark/express/oil | £27
 

A course of 5 classic tans | £100



THE ART OF UNWINDING
Refresh. Relax. Rejuvenate. Take your time at our serene spa sanctuary. Exclusive Temple Spa products and 

innovative new treatments bring total body indulgence and pampering.

Swimming pool
With space and light in abundance, combined with tranquil, turquoise waters, our 11.5 metre pool is perfect for 

a few invigorating laps or some peaceful reading on our poolside loungers.

Sauna & Steam Room
Take some time for some quiet introspection and be revitalised and restored in our sauna and steam rooms. 
Perfect for expelling toxins and relaxing the muscles, perhaps after a workout in our fitness suite, each space has 
been individually created to heighten your enjoyment of your time with us and leave you deeply refreshed and 

energised.

Relaxation Room
Feel at liberty to sojourn and immerse yourself in the calming sounds and aromas of our relaxation room – 

a place for serenity and calmness when you need to go down a gear to recover from the bustle of day to day life.

Fitness Studio
Stay fit and get energised, even while travelling, in our health club with state-of-the-art cardio and strength 
training equipment. Put together your own perfect workout or speak to our staff for personalised training 

routine ideas and make use of our dedicated gymnasium, a key feature of the Beau Monde complex.
Complete your workout with stretching and other mat work and don’t forget to wind down in the sauna & steam 

room or Jacuzzi afterwards for a well-earned repose.

Hot Tub Spa
Few activities in life afford you the luxury that the Beau Monde hot tub spa provides. With its rare ability to both 
unwind and revitalise, our whirlpool spa will gently massage your entire body leaving you feeling relaxed yet 

invigorated.

SALON & SPA.
An oasis of serenity in the heart of the Northumberland countryside. Beau Monde 
is a place where the pinnacle of creative hair and beauty can be furthered with 
indulgent spa treatments – all with an eye on style and wellbeing for body, mind 

and soul.

Hair Salon
Our hair designers and stylists all share a collective vision – a passion for 
progressive hair colour and cutting techniques. In our consultations we listen to 
your needs vis-à-vis lifestyle and deliver the perfect cut, colour and finish for you 

with creativity and flair.
Call to make an appointment, and look out for discount offers

Spa
Make the most of your downtime and indulge a little - you’ve earned it. A Spa Day 
at Beau Monde is an experience to relish, and likely one you’ll enjoy and remember 
for years to come. There are countless ways one can be tantalised by our beauty 
therapists in our two spacious treatment rooms. Following your treatment take 
time to repose in our peaceful relaxation room where the only stimulation comes 
from blissful aromas and tranquil sounds. Afterwards Spa day guests have full use 
of our facilities. There is no rush – take in the sauna, steam room, hot tub & pool 

at your leisure.

Beauty
Central to the Beau Monde experience is our well-appointed beauty salon where 

the most positive, uplifting experience awaits.
ST TROPEZ POD - Love your skin while being immaculately bronzed in our 

professional St Tropez spray tan booth.
MANICURE STATION - Choose from an array of luxurious hand treatments at our 
dedicated manicure station. After a brief consultation we’ll realise gorgeous nail 

results that match your own style.
PEDI-SPA - You owe it to yourself to try our state of the art pedi-spas for deluxe 
pedicures or a relaxing foot soak. A blissful Jessica pedicure won’t just leave your 

feet smoother, silkier and firmer, it will change the way you feel         inside too.
MUD – THE MAKE-UP DESIGNORY STATION- For evenings and special occasions 
when you need to look your very best, or perhaps for bridal make-up, the MUD 
Make-up station within Beau Monde exists to satisfy your desire for perfection. 
Our trained make-up artists will help to discover what colours and shades are 

right for you, with flawless application and radiantly accurate colour.



 
MY KINDA STYLE

COLOURING
All prices include cut and blow dry

Regrowth | £45
Full head tint | £52
Half head foils | £62
Full head foils | £70

Cap highlights/lowlights | £45
Full head bleach and toner | £52

Extra colour | £11
Colour correction and creative colouring – price on 

consultation 

SPECIAL TREAT
Let our stylists nourish you hair with one of our beautiful 
conditioning treatments, followed by one of our fabulous 

blow waves – approx. 1hr |  £22
The bouncy one- A blow wave for medium-long hair 
using large round brushes to create that glamorous 

bouncy wave or curl
The poker player-  Have you got unruly wavy hair? This 
is the blow wave for you!! With the help of products and 

skills we can create that sleek look!

Additional hair service please ask for more details 

A Skin test is required 48 hours prior 
to tinting procedure

WEDDING & OCCASIONAL
Bride | £40

Bride practice | £35
Bridesmaid | £35

Mother of bride/groom | £18
Curls | £20

Flower girl (under 12) | £15
Hair up (guest) | £26

Clip-in & style | £25-£30
Call out charge | £40

HAIR & BEAUTY SHOTS
Have you ever had a treatment at a spa or salon and thought to yourself, ‘I 

wish I could have a little more’? Well now you can! Just like when you are at 
your favourite restaurant and you choose your main meal but desire a little 
extra something on the side. Here we present a lovely selection of options to 

add onto your main treatment. These can be added to any treatment 
(facials, massages, hair cut)

Just choose from the following hair or body shots £10 when added to any 
treatment

Relaxing foot massage in our Jacuzzi Pedi-spa | 15 minutes
Hair conditioning treatment (blow dry not included) | 20 minutes

Cooling eye treatment | 15 minutes
Invigorating scalp massage | 10 minutes

Relaxing Hand & Arm massage | 15 minutes

Relaxing Scalp Massage | 25 minutes | £20

LADIES
Cut and blow dry | £28

Blow dry (long hair) | £18
Blow dry (short hair) | £12

Dry cut | £14
Restyle | £35

Shampoo and set | £12
Cut shampoo and set | £22

GENTS
Dry cut | £9

Cut and blow dry | £14
Clippers all over | £5

Beard trim | £3
Moustache trim | £3
Eyebrow trim | £3

CHILDREN 
Child’s  trim | £5- £8

Childs cut and blow dry | £15-£20

To have that ‘salon feel and look’ everyday our 
stylists will recommend the best aftercare to 
maintain the style and condition of your hair



 
ALL BEAU MONDE PACKAGES INCLUDE

A welcome drink / full use of our spa facilities
luxury towels, robe and slippers / use of the Beau Monde relaxation room

DELUXE SPA DAY | £120PP
This also includes:

glass of Prosecco / Light lunch with a refreshment drink
And a choice of one of the following treatments 

THE MEDITERRANEAN FLOAT
The fully loaded skin-luxe facial & body duo | 90 Minutes

Packed with delicious ingredients, this double deluxe all over treatment will leave you looking and feeling like you’ve taken 
a mini vacation. Your mind will escape as your body is polished and nourished with our iconic Mediterranean body scrub. 
The rejuvenating facial contains our unique Mediterranean marinade. The result....? Totally smoothed and soothed skin, 

head to toe.

A BRUSH WITH HEAVEN
Totally unique face & body treatment using only brushes | 90 Minutes

Imagine the sensation from a sequence of brushes in varying sizes and textures being used from top-to-toe, to massage, 
stimulate, drain toxins and smooth on delicious preparations to the face and body. Once lavished in rich warm body oil, you 
will be cocooned, then treated to the exclusive Temple Spa facial treatment. Carried out entirely with brushes, while you 

doze. Heaven!

 
Treat yourself to the ultimate spa experience! If you need to get away from life 
and drift into a world focused around ensuring your absolute happiness and 

wellbeing, this is just what you need!!

Our ultimate experience includes:
A welcome drink / full use of our spa facilities,

luxury towels / robe and slippers,
use of the Beau Monde relaxation room,

glass of Prosecco / Light lunch with refreshment drink
And including temple spa treatment 

MY KINDA MOOD
A prescriptive facial & massage bespoke to you 120 Minutes | £170

Not sure how to spend the next couple of hours? Firstly, we’ll chat about how you 
are feeling - skin, body & soul - and let you smell the different aromas to match 
your mood. Then we’ll take care of you with a wonderfully relaxing and restorative 
full body massage, followed by an indulgent facial. We will select the products and 
techniques perfect for your wants and needs. You will look, feel and smell oh so good.

THE SERIOUS DETOX 
The ultimate detox package 150 minutes | £200

If you are serious about de-toxing, then this is the one for you. We have put together 
the perfect combination to cleanse and detoxify. We commence by exfoliating the 
whole body. The hips, thighs & abs are treated to a detoxifying massage, using targeted 
techniques, followed by a stimulating marine and earth mud wrap. We  finish with an 
invigorating and energising full body massage, using lymphatic drainage techniques, 
to leave you thoroughly rejuvenated and supported in your quest to get in shape. A 

complimentary Temple Spa Detox Plan is also included.

Alternatively you can purchase a pool pass with any Beau Monde treatment 
includes use of pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, steam room | £18

(subject to availability, Refreshments not included)
Leisure Pass | £20     Swim Pass | £10     Fitness Pass | £8

HALF DAY SPA PACKAGES | £60PP
This also includes:

refreshment drink with a slice of homemade cake
And a choice of a 30minute spa/beauty 

treatment of your choice
(Available morning or afternoon)

FULL DAY SPA PACKAGE | £85PP
This also includes

Light lunch with refreshment drink
And a 1 hour spa/beauty treatment of your choice



Take all the stress out of your wedding morning, and let the Beau Monde 
team create your wedding day look you’ve always dreamed of, with our hair 
and make-up packages.

Let us treat you like a celeb with your entourage in our new and unique salon 
and spa, or if you prefer to stay in the PJ’s we’ll gladly come out to your desired 
venue*. Anything we can do to help you have a fun and relaxing wedding 
morning. 

WEDDING HAIR AND MAKE UP PACKAGES
• Trial hair and make-up for the bride and hair and make-up on the day  
£140

• Plus one bridesmaid hair and make up £195
• Plus two bridesmaids hair and make up £250
• Plus three bridesmaids hair and make up £305

DELUXE FULL WEDDING HAIR AND MAKE UP PACKAGE
• Bride trial hair and make up 
• Bride hair and make-up on the day
• Plus 3 bridesmaids
• Mother of bride/groom
• Flower girl
• £325

ALL WEDDING PACKAGES INCLUDE A TREAT FOR THE BRIDE
(please note- call out charge from £40)

PRE-WEDDING / OCCASION PACKAGE  from £90
Ever wished you could just go to one place before that special occasion, to get 
everything you need done to feel and look your very best!!? Let Beau Monde 
create a bespoke package just for you, all under one roof!

 *terms and conditions apply.  Please ask Beau Monde reception for details

BOOKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS: All bookings can be made over the 
phone or at our reception desk. The Beau Monde team will be more than 
happy to address any queries and help tailor a treatment to suit your 
needs.
If you wish to cancel or reschedule your appointment, please allow at 
least 48 hours notice. We regret that we cannot transfer or refund any 
deposits for treatments missed or where less than 48 hours notice is 
received.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE TIMES: We advise all clients to arrive 5-10 
minutes prior to their appointment allowing you time to relax, or book 
your next visits in the diary.
If you are late, we will try to accommodate your treatment in the time 
remaining,
However, we may need to adapt the treatment slightly.
If you arrive more than 10 minutes late, it may be necessary to reschedule 
your appointment and our cancellation policy would apply.

SPA DAYS: all of our spa days include full use of the leisure facilities, pool, 
sauna & steam room, and our relaxation room. Use of a robe and slippers 
along with refreshment drinks to keep you hydrated are available during 
your visit with us.

TREATMENTS: all of our treatments are suitable for men and women, 
however we do have treatments to suit more specific needs.

PATCH TESTING: By law we have to carry out patch tests on all tinting 
treatments for clients who are visiting Beau Monde for the first time. This 
may be repeated on all clients when different products are possibly used. 
Hair colour skin tests must be done 48 hours prior to colour application 
and repeated if the client has not returned for a colour service within 3 
months.

WAXING: For clients receiving wax treatments for the first time or 
have very sensitive skin, it is advised to visit Beau Monde prior to your 
appointment. We do offer alternative wax for more sensitive skin, please 
specify this at the time of making your booking. Please avoid all hot 
water and heat based activities, sun bathing, swimming, and tanning 
treatments for 24 hours after waxing.

TANNING: it is advised to wear dark loose clothing for all tanning 
treatments, and avoid all water and heat based activities, sun bathing, 
swimming, and waxing treatments.

PEDICURES: to get the best results from your pedicure we recommend 
wearing open toe shoes to apply after your pedicure. Please feel free to 
bring your own choice of nail colour although prices will not be altered 
for this option.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS & ALLERGIES: Please inform Beau Monde of any 
medical conditions or allergies that may perhaps affect any treatments 
from being carried out-this is for your safety. We are more than happy 
to discuss your medical concern over the phone or in private, we take 
this very seriously and feel rest assured that we put your safety and 
wellbeing at the heart of everything we do.  Working in line with the Date 
Protection Act we ensure all consultation cards are kept locked away and 
are only accessed by you and your therapist.

PREGNANCY: for you and your baby’s wellbeing we do not carry out 
treatments in the first trimester. For a list of available treatments during 
pregnancy, please call our Beau Monde team for more details.

UNDER 18 YEARS: we only carry out a selection of treatments with a 
parent/guardian present. please speak to our Beau Monde team for 
further details.

OPENING TIMES :
Monday   Closed
Tuesday   9:30 - 17:00
Wednesday    9:30 - 17:00
Thursday   9:00 - 18:00
Friday    10:00 - 19:00
Saturday    8:00 - 15:00
Sunday   Closed

GIFT VOUCHERS
What could be more thoughtful than the gift of tranquillity 
and inner peace for that special occasion. Spoil friends 
and family with a choice of treatment or monetary value. 
The Beau Monde experience is perfect when you need 
something exceptional for the person who has everything!
(All gift vouchers are valid for 12 months from the date of purchase)

Please contact Beau Monde reception for further details.

 



Part of the Stablewood Leisure Group

Beau Monde Salon.Spa
Lucker Steadings | Lucker Road | Lucker | NE70 7JQ

info@beaumondelucker.com | www.beaumondelucker.com | 01668 212 250 


